
Because we can track so much more of what we do, we have an obligation to do so.

Thankfully, there are some powerful ways we can track user behaviour, and understand how social 

is working for us.
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Getting your social media strategy right makes a huge difference to the value you get from it later.

There’s no ‘right’ formula to building a social strategy, but there are always some fundamental 

questions that you need to ask.

Get Your Strategy Right



…By Asking The Right Questions

1. What are my social objectives? 

2. Who is my audience? 

3. What is my channel strategy?

4. How will I measure success?

5. What are my competitors doing?

6. What resources do I have? 



Choose The Right Channels



Some new kids on the block…



Some new kids on the block…



Choose The Right Channels

Users are different across channels, and use them differently.

Where do your audience live? How do they use each channels?



Choose The Right Channels

Look at your competitors – what do your audience expect?

Don’t spread yourself too thin. Quality and depth are more important than simply ‘being 

everywhere’.



Setting KPIs

Your KPIs should be SMART, and should follow naturally from your social objectives

Depending on your objectives, you might set KPIs around Fan/Follower numbers, engagement rate, 

or the number of leads that social generates.



So what’s the most important 

part of determining ROI?



CPA.

…or Cost Per Acquisition



By that, we really just mean, how much is one ‘X’ worth 

to you? How much are you willing to pay?

An ‘X’ could be a lead, a new follower, or an 

engagement on a specific social channel – but it should 

reflect your primary objective.

For a college, it could be one student applying for a 

course.



Working out your CPA

There are lots of ways you could work out your CPA. For companies that sell products, it can be 

easy to draw a straight line from investment to sale.

For colleges and Universities, it can be more challenging. 
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Using the right 

tools



Using the right tools



Some tracking fundamentals

1. TRACK EVERY LINK – make them distinct and plan ahead

2. Double up with platform tracking codes

3. ALWAYS set up hashtag tracking in advance

4. Remember to look at ‘assisted conversions’

5. Use goal funnels in Google Analytics

6. Track clicks and downloads on your site with event tracking

7. Look at ALL of these conversions, not just your primary goal. Every 

action has a value!



Anatomy of a tracking URL


